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SUMMARY

Antivirals are an important defence against novel strains of influenza. However, the impact of

widespread drug usage on strain circulation across multiple epidemic waves – via their impact on

host immunity – is unknown despite antivirals having the likelihood of extensive use during a

pandemic. To explore how drug usage by individuals affects population strain dynamics, we

embedded a two-strain model of within-host dynamics within an epidemic model. We found that

when 40% of hosts took drugs early during the infectious period, transmission was reduced by

30% and average levels of immunity by 2.9-fold (comparable to antibody concentrations),

relative to 14% and 1.5-fold reductions when drugs were taken late. The novel strain was more

successful relative to the resident strain when drugs were not taken, and an intermediate level of

drug coverage minimized incidence in subsequent waves. We discuss how drug regimens, coverage

and R0 could impact pandemic preparedness.
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INTRODUCTION

Antiviral drugs are a crucial method of defence

against novel emerging strains of influenza for which

there are no effective vaccines [1]. Understanding the

impact of widespread antiviral usage on population

immunity and long-term strain dynamics is key for

controlling multiple waves of a pandemic. Antivirals

can decrease household transmission by 42–80%

[2, 3], decrease disease severity by 38% [4] and

decrease disease duration by 30–50% [5, 6]. Due to

decreased transmission and better clinical outcome,

there is interest in evaluating cost-efficacy and im-

plementation strategies of antiviral drugs relative to

other methods of prophylaxis in the event of the

emergence of a moderate or severe novel human

pandemic strain of influenza [7–12]. Oseltamivir is

currently believed to be the most effective antiviral

drug against influenza and was used in up to 40% of

patients in some areas during the early emergence of

pandemic influenza A (pH1N1) in 2009. The potential

widespread administration of these treatments motiv-

ates consideration of the longer-term population-

level effects.
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A second potentially important ramification of

widespread drug usage is decreased population im-

munity resulting from lowered immune responses

within individuals and from averted infections.

Understanding drug effects on population immunity

is particularly important for pandemic control of

partially immunizing, seasonal viruses such as influ-

enza because hosts can be re-infected, contributing to

multiple epidemic waves. Despite the important role

of host-population immunity in seasonal diseases, the

effect of antiviral regimens on host-population im-

munity and multi-season dynamics has rarely been

explored [13]. Mathematical models can help elucidate

whether or how these effects should be considered in

pandemic response planning by considering ‘what-if ’

scenarios and evaluating the impact of various re-

sponse strategies. For example, recent mathematical

models have shown the impact of drug resistance on

outbreak severity, thus guiding plans to minimize

transmission of drug-resistant strains [14–18].

The emergence of novel strains occurs during on-

going circulation of seasonal variants, as was the

case with pH1N1 emergence in 2009 (e.g. [19]). Cross-

reactivity of pandemic strains with seasonal strains

can impact the composition of host-population

immunity making it difficult to predict and interpret

dynamics of the emerging strain [20, 21] due to

increased heterogeneity in immunity. Similarly, anti-

viral drugs such as oseltamivir can increase hetero-

geneity in host-population immunity because they

impact within-host dynamics by reducing viral load

[22, 23], reducing duration of viral shedding [24] and

reducing the strength of adaptive immunity [25] in a

manner that depends on the time at which drugs are

taken relative to the onset of infection. Furthermore,

there have been reports of higher re-infection rates

in patients that have a history of oseltamivir usage

relative to those that did not take the drug during

a previous infection [26, 27]. Thus, in addition

to evaluating the efficacy of antivirals in reducing

transmission during a single outbreak, it is important

to understand the potential implications of drug

interventions on host-population immunity at an

inter-season scale in order to develop appropriate

public health policies for drug implementation and to

plan for the ramifications of drug usage.

Heterogeneities in host-population immunity due

to infection history occur at two scales: the magnitude

of coverage in the population and the strength of im-

munity within individual hosts carrying some level of

immunity. Although there is still much to be learned

before individual-level immunity levels are predict-

able [9, 28, 29], viral and immune dynamics during

previous infections clearly play a role in determining

the strength and specificity of immune memory that is

available to fight subsequent infections [29–31]. Thus,

in order to evaluate effects of antivirals across

multiple epidemic waves, we present a two-strain

individual-based epidemiological model that explicitly

accounts for viral and immune levels changing over

time within individual hosts throughout the course of

an epidemic ; and uses the distribution of immunity

from viral dynamics in the previous outbreak to in-

itialize subsequent outbreaks. The population follows

Susceptible–Infectious–Removed (SIR)-type dynam-

ics [32] with transmission being dependent on the in-

fectious load of hosts at contact. We explored effects

of the timing of drug treatments, R0 (the average

number of transmissions made by an infected host in a

completely susceptible population; a transmission

rate) and drug coverage, on multiple epidemic waves

of a novel strain (invader) that cross-reacts with a

resident strain. Specifically, we examined the case

where a seasonal strain was introduced to a naive

population followed by later introduction of a novel

strain into the same population. We seeded the mul-

tiple waves with this initial situation (as opposed to

the situation where the population had immunity to

the seasonal strain) because we were interested in the

case where the seasonal strain had experienced anti-

genic drift prior to the seasonal epidemic. The second

strain, which could have arisen by mutation or re-

assortment, was assumed to be substantially anti-

genically different to the wild-type strain.

METHODS

Within-host model

In previous work we studied a Lotka–Volterra-type

model [33, 34] of the within-host dynamics of two

strains that interact with two types of immune effec-

tors through primary and secondary interactions [35].

Here we extended the model to include effects from

antiviral drugs [equations (1)–(4)].

Vi=riVi(1xVixVj)xVi(siIi+eiIj)xdiViH(p), (1)

Ii=Ii(siVi+ejVj), (2)

Vj=rjVj(1xVjxVi)xVj(sjIj+ejIi)xdjVjH(p), (3)

Ij=Ij(sjVj+eiVi), (4)
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Here, V is viral load, I is immunity level, i is strain 1

and j is strain 2. r, s, e and d are constant parameters

for replication rate, interaction with primary effec-

tors, cross-interactions and drug effects, respectively

(Table 1a). H(p) is a step function such that H(p)=0

for t <p and H(p)=1 for t op, to allow a delay be-

tween the time of infection and the time at which

drugs were initiated. For simplicity, variables were re-

scaled from the original form in the logistic popu-

lation growth model (rVi(1 – (Vi+Vj)/K)) to units of

the carrying capacity, K, which is the maximum viral

load due to cell depletion, and time was re-scaled by

the inverse of the carrying capacity, resulting in an

effective carrying capacity of 1. Immunity levels had

an upper bound determined by total viral load, and a

minimum of 10x3 (i.e. naive hosts ; value chosen via

sensitivity analyses in Pepin et al. [35]). We assumed

that two types of cross-reactivity were possible : (i)

cross-immunity where strains are suppressed by pri-

mary antibodies of the other strain [e in equations (1)

and (3)], and (ii) cross-stimulation where strains

stimulate production of the alternate immune effec-

tors [e in equations (2) and (4)]. Each strain had more

efficient interactions with one type of immune effector

(primary effector) and weaker interactions with the

alternate effector (cross-effector). We assumed that re-

infections were similar to primary infections except

that increased initial immunity levels caused de-

creased viral loads and infectious periods, and in-

creased levels of adaptive immunity.

In all analyses, the intrinsic characteristics of the

two strains were symmetric (the same values for

replication rate and immunity interaction para-

meters) in order to focus on the effects of time-varying

infection profiles and drug regimens (Table 1a). In

rare cases where super-infection occurred, strains

competed within hosts resulting in altered strain-

specific viral load and immunity levels. For simplicity,

we did not model the innate immune response ex-

plicitly, rather we assumed it was a constant and that

differences in the ability of the immune system to

control infection were due to differences in adaptive

immune system responses. Target-cell depletion was

also modelled implicitly as a constant through the

carrying capacity term. Thus, we assumed that the

viral load dynamics of a particular strain were im-

pacted entirely by: adaptive immunity, the presence

of another strain, an upper limit on viral load, and

drugs.

Detailed behaviour of the within-host model with

drug effects is shown in Supplementary Figures S1 &

S2 (see also [35] for a version of the model with no

drug effects). Briefly, viral population size increases

sharply to peak load followed by a slower rate of de-

crease to complete clearance. In the absence of drugs,

total viral load, final immunity and infectious period

do not depend on initial viral dose unless the strains

co-infect. Differences in population growth rate (r)

and cross-interactions with immunity (e, d) cause

complex behaviour in relative strain dynamics, es-

pecially when the parameter values are asymmetric

between strains. Here, we exclude these effects by

considering strains with the same values of population

growth and cross-interaction.

Table 1. Description of parameters used in main results

Parameter Range Description

(a) Within-host model
r 2 Replication parameter of strain i

s 1 Primary interactions (homologous immune effectors and virus)
e 0.5 Cross-interactions (heterologous immune effectors and virus)
d 0 or 2.4 Effect of drug on virus

p 6 or 9 Number of time steps from start of infection until drug is taken
I(0) 10x3 Initial immunity in naive hosts
V(0) 10x4 Initial viral dose

(b) Between-host model
b 0.02 Transmission probability per contact (R0=1.5)

g 5 Number of contacts per infected host per time step
B 10x3 Proportion of viral titre sampled for transmission
vmin 10x6 Minimum value on viral establishment

imin 10x2 Minimum value on infectiousness
N 1000 Host population size
Vi(t) Vmin – B Viral dose after transmission
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Transmission model

Multiple factors influence transmission – from host

contact structure to within-host viral abundance

[36–38]. In order to isolate effects of viral infection

profiles on transmission and immunity, we compared

two types of simple population-patch structure: ran-

dom global mixing and a 10-patch metapopulation

with random mixing within and 0.25% movement

between patches per time step. The scenarios had

equal R0 values. We used an agent-based simulation

approach to model transmission in discrete time such

that infectiousness and infectious doses depended on

viral abundance in donor hosts at the time of contact.

Simulations were conducted in Matlab (R2009b,

MathWorks Inc., USA). Transmission from an in-

fected host occurred with a fixed transmission prob-

ability given that the donor had a total viral

abundance above the threshold of infectiousness

(o102) and the recipient candidate was susceptible.

Infection in the recipient was established with a fixed

transmission probability if the amount of virus, after

sampling by a fixed bottleneck factor (10x3), was

above the threshold for establishment (o10x6, arbi-

trarily chosen to reflect 1 viral particle assuming that a

host expels up to 107 particles per transmission event).

The bottleneck parameter was chosen under the as-

sumption that the number of particles transmitted is

1/1000 times more dilute than that in the infected

host, and sensitivity analyses showed that bottleneck

factors o10x4 did not increase stochastic extinction

of either strain. Super-infections, although rare, could

occur when multiple infected hosts attempted trans-

mission to the same susceptible host during the same

time step (if both were successful according to the

random transmission probability then the recipient

was infected with the sum of the donor virus). Host

transition from infected class to recovered class de-

pended on infection period (the time from infection

start to clearance which includes infectious and non-

infectious time).

Simulations were mainly conducted under R0=1.5

(mean time between serial infections 2–3 days) for the

case without drugs to mimic conditions that are typi-

cal for influenza [8, 39, 40], but effects of R0 between 2

and 3 were also explored since they have been re-

ported for a pandemic strain [41, 42]. For analyses of

drug effects, 40% coverage was used in the main text

since this is a realistic level of drug stockpiling for

pandemic preparedness (e.g. http://www.chp.gov.hk/

en/guideline1/29.html). Hosts that took antivirals

were chosen at random (implemented by assigning a

40% chance of taking antivirals to each host that

became infected). Although we only investigated ef-

fects of post-infection drug treatment, simulations

where antivirals were taken on the first day are similar

to prophylactic drug use. The effects of 100% drug

coverage were simulated for comparison and to show

that the model produces realistic decreases in trans-

mission due to drug treatment under the fixed para-

meters (38–65%, Fig. S2; similar to a decrease in

household transmission of 42–80% [2, 3]). In order to

focus on the epidemic dynamics rather than stochastic

extinction, all simulations were begun with 10 infected

hosts that were randomly selected from the popu-

lation. The invader was introduced in 10 other hosts

when 5% of hosts had been infected with the resident

strain, which was approximately the midpoint of the

epidemic growth curve under R0=1.5. A sensitivity

analysis on invasion time is presented in Figure S3.

Transmission across multiple waves

Each wave was initiated by introducing 10 infected

hosts into a population consisting of individuals

whose immunity levels were determined from the

last wave. We assumed that hosts could only be re-

infected between seasons since re-infection with a

completely homologous strain within the same season

does not cause productive infection [43]. Thus, each

wave faded out when contact rates with susceptible

hosts (i.e. hosts that had not yet been infected within

the season) decreased below the infectious period of

infected hosts. When we re-introduced the virus in the

next season, we assumed that previously infected

hosts could again be infected since each the resident

strain and invader would have experienced a small

amount of antigenic drift, which is typical for influ-

enza viruses. However, this assumption was only in-

cluded implicitly rather than explicitly to reduce

model complexity and uncertainty (i.e. decrease the

number of parameters for which there are few em-

pirical data). Thus, in our model, the small amount

of antigenic drift enabled re-infection of hosts that

had previously been infected with a similar strain and

the infection profiles generated by these previously

infected hosts correlated with immunity generated

during prior infection [43, 44]. Specifically, immunity

was not prohibitive to infection if the viral dose was

high enough to generate an infectious period despite a

given immunity level or if the use of drugs in season 1

caused decreased immunity.
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RESULTS

Within-host dynamics

The strength of adaptive immunity that arose in an

individual following recovery from infection was in-

fluenced by two factors in our model. The first was

whether and when an antiviral drug was taken during

infection (Fig. 1). When an antiviral was not taken,

peak viral load and final immunity were similar re-

gardless of the seeding dose. However, antivirals in-

duced dose-dependent final immunity and infectious

periods. Immunity strength was lower and infectious

period was shorter when drugs were taken earlier

during the infection time-course (Fig. 1, Fig. S1). The

size of seeding dose enhanced these drug-induced

effects – lower seeding dose led to even lower final

immunity and infectious periods. The effects of resi-

dent strain initial immunity on re-infection of the

resident and cross-infection of the invader are de-

picted in Figure S2.

Infection and immunity dynamics in the host

population

In order to understand the potential effects of within-

host immunity suppression at the population level,

we simulated transmission of the two strains in

populations with different drug therapy regimens at

the individual level (early vs. late during infection).

For all simulations we assumed that the invading

strain was seeded at a lower dose (i.e. invasion of a

rare strain) and arrived during an outbreak of the

resident strain at the midpoint of epidemic growth.

We also assumed that stockpiles and human behav-

iour allowed for 40% drug coverage in infected

hosts. Even when only 40% of hosts took drugs,

transmission was significantly decreased (cf. Fig. 2a

with Fig. 2b, c) and variability in mean population

immunity increased (cf. Fig. 2d with Fig. 2e, f).

Taking drugs early resulted in stronger population

immunity for the invader, relative to taking drugs late

or not taking drugs at all (cf. Fig. 2e with Fig. 2d, f).

Effects of drug timing during the first wave

Drug timing affected two epidemic components :

transmission in hosts and immunity levels in the host

population. Effects on transmission were assessed by

the proportion of cases averted relative to epidemics

where no drugs were taken. Population immunity is

presented on a log2 scale to be easily comparable with

typical output from serological assays. Thus, a two-

fold reduction in population immunity reflects an

average twofold reduction in the strength of immunity

in recovered hosts, which has been shown to cause

significant increases in infectivity and peak viral load

upon re-challenge [43, 45, 46]. Under realistic con-

ditions for an influenza outbreak (R0=1.5 and 40%

drug coverage), taking drugs earlier during infection

led to a significantly greater decrease in transmission

and mean population immunity relative to taking

drugs late (Fig. 3a, 30% vs. 16%). However, beyond

a threshold of eight infection time steps (4 days post-

infection), the reduction in transmission was constant

at 16%. Both early- and late-administered drugs also

caused a 2.9- and 1.4-fold decrease in immunity in

recovered individuals, respectively (Fig. 3b), which

translated to a 3- and 1.7-fold decrease in the full

population (i.e. accounting for both averted cases

and drug coverage, data not shown). Effects on
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population immunity did not plateau with later drug

timing; instead, there was a positive linear relation-

ship between drug timing and reduction in immunity

(after 1.5 days post-infection). For comparison with

the 40% case, Figure S4 shows the results when 100%

of hosts take drugs.
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Effects of drugs across sequential waves

Next we examined the effects of decreased population

immunity on subsequent epidemic waves by running

sequential epidemics using the population immunity

from the previous epidemic (i.e. at roughly 2–4months

previously). The total number of cases during all

waves was higher when drugs were not taken (Fig. 4).

At R0<1.5 (where R0 is measured from the first wave

when the population is completely naive), the strain

dynamics were qualitatively similar regardless of

whether or not drugs were taken. However, at

R0o1.5, the relative frequency of each strain de-

pended on drug usage. There was an increase in the

ratio of resident:invading strain infections in sub-

sequent waves when drugs were taken compared to

when they were not taken (Fig. 4c, d). More specifi-

cally, at R0=1.5, the resident strain caused 17%more

infections relative to the invader in subsequent waves

when drugs were taken, but 27% fewer infections

when drugs were not taken. At R0=2, both strains

caused a similar proportion of infections in later

waves when drugs were taken, whereas the invader

strain caused 56% more infections in later waves

when drugs were not taken. Thus, even under only

40% drug coverage, more cases were averted across

multiple waves when drugs were taken compared to

when they were not taken, but the relative frequency

of different strains changed. The invader strain was

more successful at re-invasion when no drugs were

taken, while taking drugs facilitated persistence of the

resident strain.

Population structure also impacted the multi-wave

dynamics by decreasing the relative difference be-

tween strains in all waves (Fig. S5). Proportionately

more invader cases occurred in the first wave in the

structured population relative to the population that

mixed homogenously (Fig. 4a, b vs. Fig. S5a, b). This

decreased the number of invader cases in subsequent

waves (relative to the homogenously mixed popu-

lation), especially at R0o2, regardless of whether

drugs were taken. Thus, population structure allowed

higher invasion during the first wave, more equal

strain frequencies in subsequent waves and less
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impact of drugs on strain dynamics in subsequent

waves. Effects of the interaction of population struc-

ture, drug coverage, drug resistance and drug timing

are presented in the Supplementary Text and Figures

S6 and S7. Most importantly, there was a non-trivial

interaction between drug timing and coverage such

that intermediate levels of drug coverage minimized

cases in subsequent seasons in homogenously mixing

populations; 40% coverage minimized cases during

early drug treatment, 60% during late drug treat-

ment. However, interestingly, in structured popu-

lations, any level of drug coverage beyond 40–60%

minimized the number of cases in subsequent seasons.

In the randomly mixing population, the invader strain

caused more cases than the resident strain in later

waves at drug coverages below 20% (under both early

and late drug treatments), whereas strain dynamics

were qualitatively similar across all drug coverages in

the structured population.

DISCUSSION

We used a two-strain model of within-host dynamics

embedded in a transmission model to examine mech-

anisms by which antiviral drugs impact recurrent

epidemics. Our model showed that small changes in

drug timing at the individual level can cause large

differences in the number of cases averted and the

level of population immunity in recovered hosts.

Drug regimens also altered strain dynamics such that

earlier drug usage decreased the incidence of the novel

strain and increased the incidence of the resident

strain in later epidemic waves. Our results suggest that

preparedness plans for moderate and severe pan-

demics should consider sequential seasons, especially

in relation to the knock-on effects of large-scale drug

use during early waves.

Administration of drugs and timing of drug treat-

ment are important considerations for controlling the

emergence of a novel strain and predicting multi-

strain dynamics across epidemic waves. Transmission

and population immunity were reduced y50% more

when hosts took drugs early compared to when they

took drugs late. Furthermore, earlier drug usage led

to proportionately higher levels of immunity to the

invader strain during the first season relative to late

drug usage, which translated to lower incidence of the

invader relative to the resident strain in later waves.

Thus, the timing of drug treatment not only impacted

incidence in later waves, but also determined success

of a novel invader strain. These results emphasize that

even when the invading strain has the same inherent

fitness as a resident strain, the interaction of antiviral

drugs and population immunity alter the relative fit-

ness between strains, and hence prediction of the

levels of strain recurrence. Population structure was

another factor that affected relative strain dynamics.

When the population did not mix randomly, there

was less difference in primary immunity to each strain,

which led to levels of incidence between strains across

seasons that were more similar. Thus, when there is

increased population structure or partial coverage of

anitivirals that are administered early, it is important

to plan for vaccines against both strains (if there is

only partial cross-reactivity, as is the case here).

It is extremely difficult to achieve high levels of

drug coverage (discussed thus far) due to limited

resources and human behaviour, but up to 40%

coverage has been stockpiled as part of pandemic

preparedness plans (http://www.chp.gov.hk/en/

guideline1/29.html). When 40% of hosts took drugs

early during infection, transmission was decreased by

roughly one third in later waves, even despite de-

creased population immunity in the first wave. This

was because the decrease in population immunity was

not large enough to overcome the decreased effective

reproductive number in later seasons (Re) from the

combined effects of antivirals and the presence of

some level of immunity. However, under higher levels

of drug coverage and R0o2, antiviral usage led to

higher incidence in subsequent epidemic waves, since

population immunity was further depressed during

the first wave and inherent transmissibility was high

enough to overcome suppression by drugs. Moreover,

the level of drug coverage that minimized cases in

subsequent waves depended on the time at which

drugs were initiated during the infection time-course.

These results highlight that the potential perverse ef-

fects of large-scale drug usage could lead to increased

persistence of a novel pandemic strain and that the

interaction effects of drug coverage and timing merit

attention in disease control planning. Similarly, the

interaction effects of drug coverage and R0 of the

resident strain suggest that drug-treatment policies

should consider conditions of individual emergence

events (e.g. fitness of the dominant strain and tend-

encies for cross-reactivity) for determining which

antiviral strategy to implement during a given event

rather than aiming to develop an ultimate strategy.

As with all mathematical models our results are

subject to the assumptions of our model. We assumed

that selection was limited to two genotypes (i.e. no
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antigenic drift across waves) which excludes adap-

tations that could cause increased fitness in either

strain or additional changes in the structure of host-

population immunity. Our analysis assumed that

patients undergoing treatment follow their treatment

to the end. In reality, the side-effects of drugs such

as oseltamivir can be severe so that patients do not

follow the treatment plan [47, 48], which would lead to

more heterogeneity in immunity in the host population

and possibly overestimation of decreased population

immunity due to 40%drug coverage. Next, in order to

isolate the effects of drug resistance and drug usage

on population immunity, we assumed that the novel

strain (sensitive or drug-resistant) had the same

inherent fitness as the resident strain. Although this is

unlikely to be true, it is thought that drug-resistant

strains of the 2009 pH1N1 showed similar fitness to

the sensitive strains [49]. Moreover, the simplification

allowed us to dissect effects of drugs from those of

inherent viral fitness and reflects two-strain dynamics

between strains with similar fitness levels. We also as-

sumed that strains had 50% cross-reactivity. Higher

or lower levels of cross-reactivity would alter the

relative strain dynamics in later waves and these effects

should be investigated in future work. There are

also some population caveats, including variable

seasonality trends and age heterogeneities [36, 50],

which are discussed in the Supplementary text.

Finally, we used a simple model of within-host dy-

namics that excluded effects from innate immunity

and approximated effects from target-cell depletion

implicitly through a fixed carrying capacity. Our

model had the advantage of reducing the number of

free parameters for which there are few empirical

data, and of reducing complexity so that the effects of

drugs on within-host dynamics could be investigated

at an epidemic scale. However, we emphasize that our

model is not meant to make quantitative predictions

of within-host dynamics. Quantitative models of

antiviral effects on influenza within-host dynamics do

exist [51, 52] ; but are too parameter rich for extension

to populations and recurring outbreaks in an agent-

based framework (but see [9] for an elegant example

of extension of a moderately complex within-host

model to the single outbreak scale). Nonetheless,

our model produces behaviour that is qualitatively

similar to more complex models of influenza dynam-

ics within hosts [28, 51–55] and to empirical patterns

of within-host dynamics under different drug treat-

ments [22, 25, 56]. Thus, our simplified within-host

model was effective for exploring how antiviral

regimens impact epidemic dynamics during invasion

of a cross-reactive novel strain.

In conclusion, we showed how drug regimens could

alter the profile of population immunity through ef-

fects on within-host viral dynamics. It is critical to

identify factors that shape population immunity since

it is the main fabric of selection on co-circulating

strains. Large advances have been made in under-

standing immunity mechanisms to influenza, but little

is known about how drugs impact population

immunity, how prior immunity impacts within-host

dynamics in subsequent infections and how strain

co-circulation alters the distribution of population

immunity through within- and between-host interac-

tions. Our results emphasize that these data gaps

should be addressed since drug interventions, strain

interactions and population-immunity structure all

determine viral fitness. Once addressed, these data can

be incorporated into quantitative epidemiological

models that can be used for anticipating outbreak

severity and strain persistence from early stage novel-

strain emergence data. In the meantime, groundwork

for practical models that will be used for pandemic

preparedness should be developed with a structure

that accommodates strain interactions and disease

recurrence.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

For supplementarymaterial accompanying this paper,

visit : http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0950268812000477.
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